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Advanced analytics have never been so approachable.
With Lever Talent Intelligence, you’ll quickly unlock insights that elevate the recruiting conversation to
improve talent acquisition performance across your organization.

Approachable dashboards for the entire team

Customizable reports for unique questions

Enable every team member to make the most of the data.
Talent leaders can answer key strategic questions fast
using our pre-built visual dashboards, while data analysts
can build next-level reports using Lever Talent Intelligence
as the foundation.

Slice and dice your data any way you choose with our
powerful, fully configurable reporting platform. Build
custom reports or edit multiple existing dashboards to
answer unique recruiting questions that will drive your
team forward.

Strong dedication to your success

Limitless insight into your strategy

Lever is committed to the success of our customers. With
in-house support for our customers, you can feel secure
that we are here whenever needed. Whether that means
sharing best practices, teaching your team, or quick
troubleshooting, the Lever team is on standby to help.

Looking to expand beyond recruiting intel? Combine your
Lever data with external analytics from sources such as
your HRIS to reveal a wealth of meaningful information.
Find out which interviewers best predict employee success,
which sources truly lead to the most quality hires, and
much more.

Designed with you in mind, Lever Talent Intelligence is built to answer your most pressing
strategic questions.

We offer a set of nine pre-built dashboards
geared towards driving productive
conversations with your entire team:

Strategic overview
Monitor your KPIs in an executive-level
dashboard

Team activity
Consistently track your team’s performance

Tactical overview
Stay informed on daily and weekly metrics

Interview statistics
Understand your interview efficiency

Hiring manager overview
Empower Hiring Managers with relevant
insights

Candidate owner overview
Capture key metrics for your candidates

Upcoming interviews
Keep up with your interview pipeline

Feedback statistics
Analyze trends in interview feedback

Cohort analysis
Assess the progress of a specific candidate
cohort

Lever Talent Intelligence includes one Analyst license to customize dashboards and access underlying
data. Additional licenses can be added to your package at varying levels of access.

Ready to see your data come to life?
Contact us at info@lever.co for more information.

http://lever.co

